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1. Presentation



Concept

Last December, as the world was hit by the second Covid wave, 
Little Guest offered its young customers an unforgettable 

moment: a personal interview with Santa Claus.

Santa is calling you!
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Innovation

CUSTOMER CENTRIC APPROACH

From the very first hours of the global lockdown, Little Guest took the decision not to abandon its customers. The start-up proactively
assisted the many families forced to cancel their stay.

Rather than give in to pessimism, Little Guest took its fate into its own hands. While selling trips was unthinkable at the time, maintaining a
friendly communication with customers certainly was not impossible. With customers confined to their homes with their children, the
purpose was to inspire and entertain them.

In order to do this, Little Guest decided to digitise the activities usually offered in the kids' clubs of its hotels. These activities focus on the
autonomy and personal development of the child, two values that were undermined by the lockdown and that needed to be defended.

Working in collaboration with childcare specialists, Little Guest thus designed a programme of activities tailored to the children of its
customers.

From Paris to London, via Brussels and Geneva, the members of the Little Guest community were able to share moments of relaxation and
togetherness, far from the ambient stress.

« We are here for you »



Innovation

HUMAN AND DIGITAL ARE NOT CONFLICTING VALUES

Little Guest first created seven travel rhymes to colour and shared them as printable PDFs at home. Each day, the children could discover
the riches of our world through a new continent; a fun way to travel without leaving home. Many media outlets praised this initiative, even
Le Figaro covered it!

In the weeks that followed, Little Guest organised baking workshops, craft classes, colouring competitions, kid yoga sessions and many other
activities designed for the entire family. Announced via its newsletters and social networks, these activities were live on Little Guest's
Instagram account and relayed on Youtube.

Through this major marketing operation, Little Guest wanted to send this message to its customers: “The world has stopped. We can no
longer travel. Therefore, we have nothing to sell you. But we want you to know that you are important to us and that we will not forget you.
We are here for you.”

« We have nothing to sell you»



Innovation

Click on the 3 pictures above to watch movies

#KIDSCLUBATHOME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGn73luhkmU&t=490s
vhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqQ8f_f9_oU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVsje_As1XU&t=453s


Innovation #KIDSCLUBATHOME



Innovation

« Santa is calling you! »

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Due to Covid-19 children couldn’t meet Santa Little Guest brings Santa to your home!



Innovation

« Santa is calling you! »

NEW NORMAL?

The highlight of this campaign was operation Santa Is Calling You. Due to social distancing measures, it was impossible for children to meet
Santa in real life at school, in shopping malls or in Little Guest hotels. A solution had to be found to bring back the magic of this time of the
year.

Little Guest then imagined a unique action by inviting its community to participate in a great contest to meet Santa Claus from a distance.

On Sunday 20 December 2020, five days before Christmas, Little Guest invited Santa to a specially decorated TV studio. Each winning family
was given a Zoom login link and 5 precious minutes to speak to Santa personally. When they logged in with their tablet, phone or computer,
each family first waited in a virtual waiting room where Little Guest commercials were shown. Then, the LONG-AWAITED MOMENT arrived
and the children discovered Santa Claus, sitting by his fireplace, surrounded by presents. This was followed by a touching dialogue during
which Santa would subtly distil some details of the children's lives, leaving them speechless! The children could then ask Santa their
questions and share their wish list with him.

At the end of the session, customers were emailed a video of their meeting with Santa, which they could then share on social media.



Innovation

Click on the picture above to watch a full interview!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RD4IPRWNXf8
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About Little Guest

WHY PROMISE MISSION

Allow families to 

create unforgettable 

memories

The best family holidays

experience, from 

booking to check-out

Sell targeted products

Deliver better the UX

Offer competitive rates

Reward every customer

Inspire our community

97% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION



By Little Guest for little guests

ORIGINS

SANTA IS CALLING YOU has been organized on 20th December 2020 by The Little Guest Hotels Collection,
while the campaign that entertained children confined at home ran from March 2020 to December 2020

ABOUT

Thanks to Little Guest, parents can book with one click the ideal hotel that combines a high-end approach (design, gastronomy, spa, golf, etc.) and 
a real program dedicated to children (baby-club, kids- clubs, sports and creative activities, etc.)

QUALITY LABEL

The 300 selected hotels meet very strict standards, facilitating the stay of children from 0 to 12 years, but also of teenagers.
Each hotel is scrupulously visited by our teams around the world, before we give it the Little Guest quality label.



By Little Guest for little guest

MISSION & VALUES

The mission of Little Guest is to offer parents the most inspiring selection of kids-friendly hotels,
at the best price, bookable in the easiest and most transparent way possible.

Moments shared during family holidays create lifetime memories for both parents and children. In our hectic lives where time flies at 100 miles 
per hour, Little Guest’s dearest wish is to offer families a parenthesis of complicity and relaxation.

A precious moment, out of time and the constraints of everyday life.

Little Guest attaches particular importance to the personal development of children. That’s why most of the hotels offer spa treatments, yoga 
classes, nature discovery sessions, as well as sports and creative activities dedicated to them.



People

behind

Louis Tychon
Marketing Manager

Didier Laduron
CFO

Aude Pommier
Account Manager

Jean-Baptiste Meneroud
CTO

Jean-Philippe Hannot
Content Manager

Delphine Keller
Head of Travel Designers

CONCEPTION & EVOLUTION

OPERATION

Jerome Stefanski
Founder & CEO



Structure & follow-up

PILOTAGE

SANTA IS CALLING YOU has been created in collaboration with the production company Disturb Studio

Live cessions have been broadcasted with the technical help of the production company LWS

FOLLOW-UP

For New Year's Eve, Little Guest created a digital greeting tree, hosted on its website. The start-up's customers and partners were invited to hang 
up their personalised wishes. Each visitor to the website could view the wishes already hung and read the touching messages they contained.

For each wish hung, Little Guest donated €1 to a charity that helps children in need.
Over 500 wishes were hung. Five wishes were drawn and the winners won a stay in one of the hotels in the Little Guest collection. 

https://disturb.studio/
https://www.lwsproduction.com/


3. Communication



Users

- SEO
- SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS (FB, Insta, Youtube)

- EMAILINGS
- INFLUENCERS
- LIFESTYLE PR
- ZOOM

B-to-C (families)

- EMAILINGS
- LINKEDIN, FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
- CORPORATE PR
- WORLDWIDE HOSPITALITY AWARDS

COMMUNICATION  STRATEGY

B-to-B (hoteliers)

COMMUNICATION  STRATEGY

- EMAILINGS
- BONUS
- TEAM-BUILDING
- NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

Intern (employees)

COMMUNICATION  STRATEGY



4. Metrics



Figures

SANTA IS CALLING YOU

Contest entries 1,100

Lucky winners 50

Minutes per cession with Santa 5

Pages view 285,100

Unique visitors 86,800

Social media reposts 423

Social media engagement score 22%

Budget 10k EUR

Donation to nonprofit organisation 588 EUR

MAIN OBJECTIVE

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE
ROI

Little Guest customers booking a 
new stay

32%

Santa Clauss winners booking a 
news stay

61%

Impact on company turnover (2021 
vs 2019)

+98%

The main objective of this large-scale marketing operation was to build
customer loyalty during a pandemic period when travel was prohibited. The
aim was to find an original, sincere and modern communication pretext, in the
image of the hotel start-up. It was important to make a lasting impression so
that customers would have positive memories of Little Guest when the
borders opened up again.

The secondary objective was to energise Little Guest's teams, whose morale
had been damaged by the long months of uncertainty linked to the pandemic.
The creativity and goodwill embedded in this marketing campaign - and of
course the positive feedback from customers - had a beneficial effect on the
mood of the employees and gave them the boost they needed to tackle the
post-Covid recovery.



Thank you! LITTLEGUEST.COM

http://www.littleguest.com/

